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The collection of a large number of B-hadron decays to hadronic final states at the CDF II Detector is
possible due to the presence of a trigger that selects events based on track impact parameters.
However, the nature of the selection requirements of the trigger introduces a large bias in the observed
proper-decay-time distribution. A lifetime measurement must correct for this bias, and the conventional
approach has been to use a Monte Carlo simulation. The leading sources of systematic uncertainty in the
conventional approach are due to differences between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation. In this
paper, we present an analytic method for bias correction without using simulation, thereby removing any
uncertainty due to the differences between data and simulation. This method is presented in the form of a
measurement of the lifetime of the B using the mode B ! D0  . The B lifetime is measured as
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B ¼ 1:663  0:023  0:015 ps, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. This
new method results in a smaller systematic uncertainty in comparison to methods that use simulation to
correct for the trigger bias.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.83.032008

PACS numbers: 14.40.Nd, 13.25.Hw, 29.85.Fj

I. INTRODUCTION
The weak decay of quarks depends on fundamental
parameters of the standard model, including the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa matrix, which describes mixing between quark families [1,2]. Extraction of these parameters
from weak decays is complicated because the quarks are
confined within color-singlet hadrons, as described by
quantum chromodynamics. An essential tool used in this
extraction is the heavy-quark–expansion technique [3]. In
heavy-quark expansion, the total decay width of a heavy
hadron is expressed as an expansion in inverse powers of
the heavy-quark mass mq . At Oð1=mb Þ, the lifetimes of all
B hadrons are identical. Corrections to this simplification
are given by Oð1=m2b Þ and Oð1=m3b Þ calculations, leading
to the predicted lifetime hierarchy: ðB Þ > ðB0 Þ 
ðB0s Þ > ðb Þ  ðBc Þ and quantitative predictions of
0
the lifetime ratios with respect to p
the
ﬃﬃﬃ B meson [4–9].
The Tevatron pp Collider at s ¼ 1:96 TeV has the
energy to produce all B-hadron species. The decays of
these hadrons are selected by a variety of successive
trigger-selection criteria applied at three trigger levels.
Unique to the CDF II Detector is the silicon vertex trigger

(SVT), which selects events based on pairs of tracks displaced from the primary interaction point. This exploits the
long-lived nature of B hadrons and collects samples of B
hadrons in several decay modes, targeting, in particular, the
fully hadronic B decays. Many different measurements of
the properties of B hadrons have been made using samples
selected by this trigger, examples of which are given in
Refs. [10–14].
However, this trigger preferentially selects those events
in which the decay time of the B hadron is long. This
leads to a biased proper-decay-time distribution. The conventional approach to correct this bias has been through
the use of a full detector and trigger simulation. An
important source of systematic uncertainty, inherent in
this conventional approach, is how well the simulation
represents the data. A full and accurate simulation of data
collected by this trigger is particularly difficult due to the
dependence on many variables, including particle kinematics, beam-interaction positions, and the instantaneous
luminosity. The differences between data and simulation
are the dominant systematic uncertainties in the recent
CDF measurement of the b lifetime [15]. These systematic uncertainties will be the limiting factor in obtaining
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precision measurements of b-hadron lifetimes in data
samples collected by methods that introduce a timedistribution bias. In this paper, we present a new analytical
technique for correction of the bias induced by such a
trigger. This technique uses no information from simulations of the detector or physics processes and, thus, incurs
none of the uncertainties intrinsic to the simulation-based
method.
The technique is presented in a measurement of the
B -meson lifetime using the decay mode B ! D0 
(charge-conjugate decays are implied throughout). This
decay channel is used, as the high yield available in this
channel allows a good comparison to the well-known
world average. This measurement demonstrates the ability
of this method to reduce the overall systematic uncertainty
on a lifetime measurement. A displaced track trigger is
expected to operate at the LHCb Detector, and the technique of lifetime measurement presented here is applicable
to any data where the method of collection induces a bias in
the proper-decay-time distribution.

II. OVERVIEW
The simulation-independent method, presented here, for
removing the trigger-induced lifetime bias is based on
using a candidate-by-candidate efficiency function for
each B-meson candidate. This efficiency function is calculated from the event data, without recourse to simulation.
This approach is based on the observation that, for a given
set of decay kinematics of the decay B ! D0  (i.e., the
four-momenta of the final-state particles and the flight
distance of the D), the decay-time–dependent efficiency
function has a simple shape that can easily be calculated
from the measured decay kinematics and the known decaytime–dependent cuts. This provides a simple and robust
method for taking into account the effect of the trigger by
calculating a different efficiency function for each candidate and applying it, candidate-by-candidate, in a likelihood fit. The details of this calculation are presented in
Sec. V.
As discussed in Ref. [16], if a candidate-by-candidate
quantity (here, the efficiency function) enters a fit with a
signal and background component, the probability density
function (PDF) for this quantity needs to be included in the
fit, unless it happens to be identical for both components.
In our case, this constitutes a significant complication, as it
requires fitting a distribution of efficiency functions rather
than just numbers. This is accomplished with an unusual
application of the Fisher discriminant method to translate
each efficiency function into a single number, described in
Sec. VII.
While we do not use any input from simulation in
extracting the B lifetime from the data, we do use simulated events to test our analysis method and also to evaluate
systematic uncertainties. We use a full GEANT3-based de-

tector simulation [17] (which includes a trigger simulation), as well as a detailed fast simulation for high-statistics
studies. The results of the simulation studies are presented
in Secs. VI and IX. In Sec. VIII, we show the results of
applying the method to our data, and, in Sec. X, we
summarize our conclusions. A brief description of the
relevant components of the CDF Detector—in particular,
the trigger—is given in Sec. III, followed by the description of the event reconstruction, data selection, and sample
composition in Sec. IV.

III. THE CDF II DETECTOR AND TRIGGER
SELECTION
This analysis uses data corresponding to 1 fb1 of integrated luminosity collected by the CDF IIpDetector
at the
ﬃﬃﬃ
Fermilab Tevatron using pp collisions at s ¼ 1:96 TeV.
The data were collected during the first four years (2002–
2006) of the ongoing Run-II data-taking period. The CDF
II Detector is described in detail elsewhere [18]. A brief
description of the most relevant detector components for
this analysis follows.
A. CDF II Detector
The CDF II Detector has a cylindrical geometry with
forward-backward symmetry. It includes a tracking system
in a 1.4 T magnetic field, coaxial with the beam. The
tracking system is surrounded by calorimeters and muon
detection chambers. A cylindrical coordinate system,
ðr; ; zÞ, is used with origin at the geometric center of
the detector, where r is the perpendicular distance from
the beam,  is the azimuthal angle, and the z^ direction is in
the direction of the proton beam. The polar angle , with
respect to the proton beam, defines the pseudorapidity ,
which is given by  ¼  lnðtan2Þ.
The CDF II Detector tracking system consists of an
open-cell argon-ethane gas drift chamber called the central
outer tracker (COT) [19], a silicon vertex microstrip detector (SVX-II) [20], and an intermediate silicon layer
detector (ISL) [21]. The SVX-II is 96 cm long, with three
subsections in z, and has five concentric layers of doublesided silicon microstrip detectors from r ¼ 2:45 to r ¼
10:60 cm, segmented into 12 wedges in . The COT is
310 cm long, consisting of 96 sense wire layers grouped
into eight alternating axial and 2 stereo super layers. The
ISL lies between a radius of 20.0 and 29.0 cm and helps in
extending the  coverage of the SVX-II and the COT.
Together the SVX-II, ISL, and COT provide r   and z
measurements in the pseudorapidity range jj < 2 or
jj < 1 for tracks traversing all eight COT super layers.
B. Track parametrization
A charged particle has a helical trajectory in a constant
magnetic field. A description of the five parameters used to
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describe charged particle tracks at the CDF experiment
follows. In the transverse plane, which is the plane
perpendicular to the beam direction and described by x
and y coordinates, the helix is parametrized with track
curvature C, impact parameter d0 , and azimuthal angle
0 . The projection of the track helix onto the transverse
plane is a circle of radius R, and the absolute value of the
1
track curvature is jCj ¼ 2R
. The curvature is related to the
magnitude of the track’s transverse momentum, pT , by
3 B
, where C is in cm1 , B is in Tesla,
jCj ¼ 1:498 9810
pT
and pT is in GeV=c, where c is the speed of light in a
vacuum. The sign of the curvature matches the sign of the
track charge. The absolute value of d0 corresponds to the
distance of closest approach of the track to the beam line.
^  z,
The sign of d0 is taken to be that of ðp^  dÞ
^ where p^ is
the unit vector in the direction of the particle trajectory, d^ is
the direction of the vector from the primary interaction
point to the point of closest approach to the beam, and z^ is
the unit vector in the direction of increasing z. The angle
0 is the azimuthal angle between x^ and the particle
momentum at closest approach. The two remaining parameters that uniquely define the helix in three dimensions
are the cotangent of the angle  between the z axis and the
momentum of the particle and z0 , the position along the z
axis at the point of closest approach to the beam.
C. Trigger selection
The CDF II Detector’s hadronic B trigger is at the heart
of this analysis. It collects large quantities of hadronic B
decays, but biases the measured proper-decay-time distribution through its impact-parameter–based selection. The
CDF II Detector has a three-level trigger system. The first
two levels, level 1 (L1) and level 2 (L2), are implemented
in hardware, and the third level, level 3 (L3), is implemented in software on a cluster of computers using reconstruction algorithms similar to those used offline. The CDF
trigger has many different configurations of selection requirements designed to retain specific physics signatures.
In this paper, we refer to the family of triggers aimed at
collecting samples of multibody hadronic B decays as the
‘‘two-track trigger.’’
At L1, the trigger uses information from the Extremely
Fast Tracker [22]. It requires two tracks in the COT and
imposes criteria on track pT and the opening angle. At L2,
the SVT [23], which uses silicon hits and fast pattern
recognition, reapplies the pT criteria, associates silicon
hits with each Extremely Fast Tracker track, and requires
that the absolute value of each track’s d0 lies between 120
and 1000 m.
A determination of the beam-collision point or primary
vertex is continuously made by the SVT during each datataking period (defining a run) and is used by all relevant
triggers. After data taking is complete, the offline algorithm uses full detector information and fully reconstructed
three-dimensional tracks for a more accurate determina-

tion. At L2, additional criteria are imposed on variables
calculated from each track pair found by the SVT. The
variables are: the product of the track charges (opposite or
same sign), a track-fit 2 quantity, the opening angle of the
two tracks in the transverse plane, the scalar sum of the pT
of the two tracks, and the Lxy , where the Lxy is the projection of the distance between the primary vertex and
two-track intersection along the direction of the sum of
the two-track pt . The L3 trigger uses a full reconstruction
of the event with all detector information (although using a
slightly simpler tracking algorithm than the one used offline) and reconfirms the criteria imposed by L2. In addition, the difference in z0 of the two tracks is required to be
less than 5 cm, removing events where the pair of tracks
originates from different collisions within the same crossing of p and p bunches. The impact parameter for any
given track measured by the L2 (SVT) is, in general,
different from the impact parameter calculated by the L3
or offline reconstruction algorithms for the same track, due
to the differing algorithms. These different measurements
of impact parameter are referred to in this paper as dL2
0 ,
off from L2 (SVT), L3, and offline algorithms,
dL3
,
and
d
0
0
respectively.
Three different two-track trigger configurations are used
in this analysis. Their criteria are summarized in Table I in
terms of the quantities described above. It is clear that the
impact parameter and Lxy requirements will preferentially
select long-lived B-hadron decays over prompt background.
The three selections are referred to as the low-pT ,
medium-pT , and high-pT selections. This is a reference to
their single-track pT ( > 2:0; 2:0; 2:5 GeV=c, respectively)
and track-pair pT scalar sum (> 4:0; 5:5; 6:5 GeV=c, respectively) selection requirements.
The requirements of the three trigger selections mean
that any event that passes the high-pT selection simultaneously satisfies the requirements of the low- and
medium-pT selections. The three separate selection criteria
exist because of the need to control the high trigger acceptance rates that occur at high instantaneous luminosity due
to high track multiplicity. The rates are controlled by the
application of prescaling, which is the random rejection of
a predefined fraction (dependent on the instantaneous luminosity) of events accepted by each trigger selection.
Therefore, only the higher-purity, but less-efficient,
high-pT selection is available to accept events at higher
luminosities.
The SVT single-track-finding efficiency as a function of
off
doff
0 , "ðd0 Þ, is an important factor in this analysis. There
have been three improvements in the SVT efficiency over
the course of the data-taking time period used by this
analysis due to changes in the pattern-recognition algorithm. These have led to three consecutive time periods in
which "ðdoff
0 Þ has improved. These three periods and different resulting efficiencies are incorporated into the analysis
as described in Sec. VI.
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TABLE I. Trigger selection criteria for the three two-track trigger selections. We use ‘‘Not applicable’’ where no criterion is applied.
Trigger criteria L1
Minimum track pT
Two-track charge product
Two-track max 
Minimum two-track pT scalar sum

Units

Low pT

Medium pT

High pT

GeV=c

Degrees
GeV=c

2.0
Not applicable
90
4.0

2.0
1
135
5.5

2.5
1
135
6.5

m
m
GeV=c


Degrees
Degrees
GeV=c
m

120
1000
2.0
15 (25)a
Not applicable
90
2
4.0
200

120
1000
2.0
15 (25)a
1
90
2
5.5
200

120
1000
2.5
15 (25)a
1
90
2
6.5
200

m
m
GeV=c


Degrees
Degrees
cm
GeV=c
m

80
1000
2.0
1.2
Not applicable
90
2
5.0
4.0
200

80
1000
2.0
1.2
1
90
2
5.0
5.5
200

80
1000
2.5
1.2
1
90
2
5.0
6.5
200

Trigger criteria L2
Minimum jdL2
0 j
Maximum jdL2
0 j
Minimum track pT
Maximum track 2
Two-track charge product
Maximum pair 
Minimum pair 
Minimum two-track pT scalar sum
Minimum two-track Lxy
Trigger criteria L3
Minimum jdL3
0 j
Maximum jdL3
0 j
Minimum track pT
Maximum track 
Two-track charge product
Maximum pair 
Minimum pair 
Maximum pair z0
Minimum two-track pT scalar sum
Minimum two-track Lxy

The trigger requirements on the 2 were altered during the data-taking period. The quantity in brackets refers to the first 0:21 fb1
collected.
a

IV. DATA SELECTION AND EVENT
RECONSTRUCTION
A. Reconstruction of the decay B ! D0 
The reconstruction of the decay B ! D0  uses data
collected by the two-track trigger described in Sec. III C.
Standard track-quality–selection criteria are applied to all
individual tracks: each track is required to have pT >
0:4 GeV=c, jj < 2, a minimum of five hits in at least
two axial COT super layers, a minimum of five hits in at
least two stereo COT super layers, and a minimum of three
silicon hits in the SVX-II r   layers. Candidates
D0 ! K þ or D0 ! K þ  are searched-for first. As
no particle identification is used in this analysis, the search
for D0 ðD0 Þ candidates considers all pairs of oppositely
charged tracks, which are then assumed to be K  and
þ ( and Kþ ) and assigned the kaon and pion (pion
and kaon) masses, respectively. The two tracks are then
constrained to come from a common vertex, and the invariant mass (mD0 ) and pT ðD0 Þ are calculated. Candidates
are required to have a mass within 0:06 GeV=c2 of the
world average D0 mass, 1:8645 GeV=c2 [24], and
pT ðD0 Þ > 2:4 GeV=c. The K  þ pair is required not to
exceed a certain geometric separation in the detector.

Defining the separation in the    plane, in terms of
the differences in  and  of the two tracks, as R ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ 2 , we require R < 2. The separation in z0 of
the two tracks is required to be z0 < 5 cm. The candidate
D0 is then combined with each remaining negatively
charged track with pT > 1 GeV=c in the event. These are
assumed to be pions from the decay B ! D0  . The D0
and the  are constrained to a common vertex assumed to
be the decay point of the B , with the D0 mass constrained
to the world average. The three tracks can be combined to
measure the invariant mass of the candidate B , mB .
Proper-decay-time calculations in this paper are made
using distances measured in the plane transverse to the
beam. The proper decay time of the B , t, is given by
t¼

Lxy
m
¼ Lxy  B ;
cð ÞT
cpT

(1)

where Lxy is the projection of the distance from the primary vertex to the B vertex along the direction of the
transverse momentum of the B , and ð ÞT ¼ mpTB is the
transverse Lorentz factor. The statistical uncertainty on
Lxy , Lxy , is calculated from the full covariance matrix of
the vertex-constrained fit and is dominated by the primary
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B. Sample composition and signal yield
Figure 1 shows the invariant D0  mass distribution after
the selection criteria have been applied. The low-mass
background sideband and a small part of the signal peak
have been removed by the requirement that mB >
5:23 GeV=c2 . This cut has been applied to remove partially
reconstructed B ! D0  =  and B0 ! DðÞ þ = þ
decays, where only three tracks of the final state are used in

Events per 5 MeV/c

3000

Mass distribution in data
Signal
Background

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

5.25

5.30

5.35

5.40

5.45

2

D0 π± Mass [GeV/c ]

Residual/(σ)

vertex resolution, which is approximately 33 m. We have
used the average beam position per run, which is calculated
offline for each run, as an estimate of the primary vertex
position. The uncertainty on the proper decay time is
calculated by transforming Lxy into the B rest frame.
To reduce background, we require that the B candidate
must have: 5:23 < mB < 5:5 GeV=c2 , 0 < t < 10 ps, pT >
5:5 GeV=c, Lxy > 350 m, that the impact parameter of
the B with respect to the beam spot is smaller than 80 m,
and that t < 0:333 ps, where t is the decay-time uncertainty. We also require that the 2 of the vertex-constrained
fit is less than 15, that all tracks have z0 within 5 cm of each
other, and that RðD0 ;  Þ < 2.
It is possible to reconstruct candidates where no pair of
tracks in the final state meets the trigger criteria. The lifetime measurement method presented here cannot be used
on these candidates, and they are removed by reconfirming
the trigger. We require that at least one track pair from each
candidate decay pass the L2 and L3 trigger-selection requirements. The particular L2 and L3 selection that the
decay must pass depends on which trigger selection accepted the event during data taking. In the case where more
than one trigger selection was satisfied during data taking,
we require that the candidate satisfies the least-stringent
selection. Reconfirmation of the trigger requires that the
offline-reconstructed tracks are associated to L2 and L3
tracks in the event. To match an offline track to a L2 or
L3 track, we calculate the 2 ¼ ðCC Þ2 þ ð Þ2 between an
offline track and each L2 or L3 track in the candidate,
where C and  are the differences between the offline
and L2 or L3 tracks C (curvature) and , respectively, and
C and  are the mean uncertainties on the offline tracks
C and , respectively. The L2 or L3 track that has the
lowest 2 is associated with the corresponding offline track.
If the 2 of the L2 (L3) track with the lowest 2 is greater
than 95 (25), we consider the match unsuccessful and deem
that the offline track has no L2 (L3) matched track.
Collectively, the trigger-selection requirements and the
cuts made on offline or derived variables are referred to as
the selection criteria. The kinematics of each track are used
to calculate the efficiency function central to this method.
We use the following nomenclature to refer to each individual track. The pion originating from the B vertex is
referred to as B , and the pion and kaon originating from
the D vertex are referred to as D and KD , respectively.

2
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FIG. 1 (color online). The top plot shows the mass fit projection (line) on the data (points). The bottom plot shows
the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
residual divided by the error for each bin: ðNfit  Ndata Þ= Ndata .

reconstruction leading to a low reconstructed B mass. If
left in the sample, these partially reconstructed B mesons
would bias the proper-decay-time distribution, since they
resemble signal candidates, but, due to the missing momentum, their proper decay time has been mismeasured
[see Eq. (1)]. Detailed Monte Carlo studies have shown
that the applied mass cut leaves the signal peak with a
negligible contamination (0:15%) from partially reconstructed B ! D0  decays. No other partially reconstructed B-hadron decays are expected to populate this
mass range. The Cabibbo-suppressed decay B ! D0 K
is also present in this sample, where the kaon from the B is
reconstructed as a pion. The lower mass cut does not
remove all of these candidates, but a tighter cut would
remove too many B ! D0  candidates. For simplicity,
the B ! D0 K candidates are not fit separately and are
treated as B ! D0  candidates for the lifetime determination. This simplification is motivated by the small size
of the contamination (3%) and the small difference in
reconstructed proper decay time between the K and the
 mass assignment of the kaon track, which is of order 1%.
The resulting systematic uncertainty was evaluated and
found to be negligible (Sec. IX). The mass distribution of
the remaining signal candidates, including both B !
D0  and B ! D0 K , is modeled by the sum of two
Gaussians each with an independent mean and width. The
background candidates are due to track combinations that
mimic the signature of signal decays. The mass distribution
of background candidates is modeled by a linear function.
An alternative description, which allows for a second-order
polynomial to model the background, was found to be
degenerate with the linear function.
To determine the signal yield, the mass distribution is fit
by maximizing an unbinned log likelihood, L, which is
calculated using the mass, mi , for each candidate. The
letters s and b denote whether the PDF describes signal
or background candidates. The likelihood is given by
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Y

N
logðLÞ ¼ log
½fs P ðmi jsÞ þ ð1  fs ÞP ðmi jbÞ ; (2)
i

where fs is the signal fraction, and P ðmi jsÞ is given by

f1
2
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ef½ðmi m1 Þ =ð2 1 Þg
P ðmi jsÞ ¼
1 2

ð1  f1 Þ f½ðmi m2 Þ2 =ð2 2 Þg
2
þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e
 A; (3)
2 2
where the factor A is required to satisfy the normalization
condition
Z mhigh
P ðmi jsÞdmi ¼ 1:
(4)
mlow

P ðmi jbÞ is described by a first-order polynomial and is
given by:
1  mi
P ðmi jbÞ ¼
;
(5)
½mhigh  mlow  2 ðm2high  m2low Þ
where mlow and mhigh are the lower and upper mass limits,
5.23 and 5:5 GeV=c2 , respectively.
The free parameters in the mass fit are m1 , m2 , 1 , 2 , ,
f1 , and fs . The data are fit, and the mass fit projection is
shown in Fig. 1. From the results of the mass fit, a yield of
23 900  200 signal candidates is determined. We define
the upper sideband to be the candidates with 5:38 < mB <
5:5 GeV=c2 . These candidates are retained to constrain the
parameters of the background component of the lifetime
fit. The best-fit parameters are given in Appendix 4.
The results of the mass fit are also used to extract the
signal distribution of various parameters using background
subtraction. We use this technique in several places for
cross-checks, but not as a method to extract the lifetime or
any other fit parameter. For the purpose of background
subtraction, we define a signal window by 5:25 < mB <
5:31 GeV=c2 . The results of the mass fit are used to calculate the fraction of background candidates in the signal
region. For any given parameter, we subtract an appropriately scaled high-mass sideband distribution from the distribution found in the signal region to obtain the signal
distribution in data.
V. REMOVING THE SELECTION-INDUCED BIAS
FOR SIGNAL EVENTS
A. Introduction
In this section, we derive the PDF that takes into account
lifetime bias due to the trigger and other selection criteria
without input from simulation. Only the case of pure signal
is considered in this section, whereas the complications
introduced by the presence of background candidates are
discussed in Sec. VII.
Before describing the PDF in detail, we give a short
overview of the essential idea behind our method of correcting for the trigger effects in a completely data-driven
way. We start by considering an unbiased proper-decaytime distribution, which is given by an exponential. To

incorporate detector effects, the exponential is convolved
with a resolution function. For the purpose of this measurement, the proper-decay-time–resolution function at the
CDF detector is adequately described by a single Gaussian
of fixed width. For a decay with mean lifetime  and
Gaussian proper-decay-time resolution of width t , the
probability density to observe a signal candidate decaying
with proper time ti , where the subscript i labels the candidate, is given by


1
t
2
2
P ðti ; jsÞ ¼ e½ðti Þ= þ½ð t Þ=ð2 Þ F i  t ;


t
(6)
Z
x
1
2 Þ=2
½ðy
e
dy;
where FðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 1
and s indicates that this PDF is for signal events only. Now
consider a data set subject to the requirement that the
lifetime t is within the interval t 2 ½a; b . In this case,
the PDF in Eq. (6) must be modified to take into account
this selection. The effect of the selection can be accounted
for by correct normalization, so that the PDF is now

1 ½ðti Þ= þ½ð 2t Þ=ð22 Þ
F tit  t
e

P ðti ; jsÞ ¼ R
: (7)
b 1 ½ðtÞ= þ½ð 2t Þ=ð22 Þ
F tt  t dt
ae
The same equation can be written as
EðtÞjt¼ti 1 e½ðti Þ= þ½ð t Þ=ð2 Þ Fð tit  t Þ
;
P ðti ;jsÞ ¼ R1
1 ½ðtÞ= þ½ð 2t Þ=ð22 Þ
Fð tt  t Þdt
1 EðtÞ  e
2

2

(8)

where, for the example given here, the value of the efficiency function EðtÞ is one for a < t < b and zero otherwise. This is essentially the form of the lifetime PDF for
candidates collected by the selection criteria at CDF, except that the function EðtÞ will take a slightly more complicated form and will be different candidate-by-candidate.
We indicate this by adding a subscript i that labels the
candidate, Ei ðt; "s Þ. The introduction of "s is made because
the efficiency function will also be shown to depend on "s ,
which is the single-track-finding efficiency at level 2. This
candidate-by-candidate efficiency function Ei ðt; "s Þ is the
crux of this analysis and it will be described in detail in the
following sections.
The CDF trigger selects on the impact parameters of the
tracks in the decay. The impact-parameter requirements
can be translated to an upper and lower decay-time selection for each candidate. These upper and lower lifetime
limits depend on the kinematics of the decay and, therefore, differ for each candidate—hence, the need for a
candidate-by-candidate Ei ðt; "s Þ.
In order to calculate the efficiency function, Ei ðt; "s Þ, for
a given candidate, we require: the individual candidate’s
decay kinematics, measured in the data; the single-track–
finding efficiency "s (also extracted from the data); and the
trigger and offline criteria, collectively referred to by the
symbol T. In terms of these variables, the PDF for a
candidate with decay time ti is
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P ½ti ;jT;Ei ðt;"s Þ;s

2. The value of Ei ðt; "s Þ and its dependence on the SVT
track-finding efficiency

Ei ðt;"s Þjt¼ti  1 e½ðti Þ= þ½ð t Þ=ð2 Þ Fð tit  t Þ
:
¼ R1
1 ½ðtÞ= þ½ð 2t Þ=ð22 Þ
Fð tt  t Þdt
1 Ei ðt;"s Þ   e
2

2

(9)

To summarize, we use a different efficiency function
Ei ðt; "s Þ for each candidate i, which ensures the correct
normalization of the lifetime PDF, given the selection. We
calculate each Ei ðt; "s Þ analytically from the candidate’s
decay kinematics and the selection criteria, in a completely
data-driven way, without recourse to Monte Carlo. The
exact form of Ei ðt; "s Þ, and how it is calculated, is discussed next.
B. Calculation of Ei ðt; "s Þ
1. Scanning through different potential proper
decay times
In order to find the function Ei ðt; "s Þ for a given candidate i, we need to find the trigger efficiency for that
candidate for all possible B proper decay times. We scan
through different B-decay times by translating the B-decay
vertex along the B-flight direction, defined by the reconstructed B momentum. At each point in the scan, we
recalculate all decay-time–dependent properties of the
candidate, in particular, the impact parameters and decay
distance. Properties that are independent of proper decay
time (before selection is applied), such as the fourmomenta of all particles or the flight distance of the
intermediate D meson, remain constant. We reapply the
trigger and other selection criteria to the translated candidate. If the translated candidate fails the selection criteria,
Ei ðt; "s Þ is zero for that candidate at the corresponding
decay time. Otherwise, Ei ðt; "s Þ is nonzero at time t, and
its exact value depends on the SVT (L2) track-finding
efficiency, "s . This method of scanning through different
potential proper decay times allows for the determination
of the effective upper and lower decay-time cuts applied by
the selection criteria. This process is illustrated and described in detail in Sec. V B 4. Prior to this, we discuss two
complications to the basic idea presented above. The SVT
has a track-finding efficiency smaller than that of offline
track-finding efficiency. The SVT track-finding efficiency
varies as a function of the track impact parameter. The
impact of this variation and the necessary changes to the
basic idea are discussed in Sec. V B 2. A secondary complication is that, at different stages in the event reconstruction and selection, different algorithms are used to
calculate the track parameters—very fast algorithms at
L2, more detailed ones at L3, and finally the full tracking
and vertexing in the final offline reconstruction. The measured values of track parameters, such as impact parameters, differ slightly depending on the algorithm used for the
calculation. Section V B 3 describes how the different
measurements of impact parameter are accounted for.

The need to include the dependence on "s .—If the trackfinding efficiency is independent of proper decay time, one
can base a fit on a PDF given that a certain track combination has been reconstructed and seen by the trigger. This
would imply that the track-finding efficiency is constant as
a function of the impact parameter, since the decay time
and the impact parameter are correlated. In the case where
the track-finding efficiency is proper-decay-time–independent, the set of tracks seen by the trigger would be treated
exactly in the same way as the decay kinematics, i.e., as
something that can be kept constant as the decay distance is
changed for the efficiency-function evaluation. Given that
a certain track combination has been found, the trigger
efficiency at a certain decay time is either 1 (passes selection) or 0 (fails), independent of "s . This PDF would ignore
one factor: the probability that exactly this track combination has been found. If this factor is proper-decay-time–
independent, it does not affect the maximum of the
likelihood and, hence, the result of the fit.
The level-3 tracking algorithms are very similar to those
used offline, and the level-3 track-finding efficiency as
a function of offline impact parameter is constant.
Therefore, the track-finding efficiency at level 3 is decaytime–independent and of the situation that is described
above; the level-3 trigger efficiency is a time-independent
constant for all decay times that pass the selection criteria.
Therefore, it is not necessary to consider the effect of the
level-3 track-finding efficiency further. However, the situation at level 2 is more complicated.
Figure 2 shows the SVT track-finding efficiency for
tracks found in the offline reconstruction, in data, as a
function of the track’s offline impact parameter jdoff
0 j.
Figure 2 shows that the SVT track-finding efficiency of
the CDF II Detector depends on the track impact parameter
and, therefore, on the decay time of the parent particle. The
SVT track-finding efficiency is approximately constant
off
for 0 < jdoff
0 j < 1000 m and falls rapidly for jd0 j >
1000 m. The efficiency distribution is obtained from the
signal region of the data sample used in the fit, using the
following method: the efficiency prior to triggering is
obtained by considering the subsample of candidates
where two particular tracks can pass the trigger requirements. For these candidates, the remaining third track is
used to obtain the SVT track-finding efficiency.
Even though "s is approximately constant within the
trigger acceptance requirements, the rapid drop after
jdoff
0 j > 1000 m introduces a particular problem. The
trigger efficiency is calculated depending on which tracks
are found by the SVT. If "s is constant for all impact
parameters, then the tracks which were actually found by
the SVT can be used to calculate the trigger efficiency, and
we can assume that the same tracks would be found as the
decay vertex is scanned along the direction of the B
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jdoff
0 j,

momentum. However, since "s does vary with
the
probability of the SVT finding tracks is dependent on the
decay position. The more track combinations there are that
pass the selection criteria, the higher the probability that at
least one is found by the SVT. Under these circumstances,
the proper-decay-time dependence of the SVT trigger efficiency has to be taken into account, which requires some
parametrization of the single-track-finding efficiency as a
function of doff
0 .
Parametrizing "s ðjdoff
0 jÞ.—While the inclusion of the
single-track-finding efficiency in the PDF increases the
complexity of the measurement, we can take, as a good
approximation, the following simple model. We model the
SVT track-finding efficiency as constant for 0 < jdoff
0 j<
j
>
1000
m
as
not1000 m. We treat all tracks with jdL2
0
found by the SVT (which does not affect the trigger
decision, as it requires 120 m < jdL2
0 j < 1000 m), so
that we can describe the SVT efficiency by the following
simple description:
"s ðdoff
0 Þ¼



"s
0

if jdoff
0 j < 1 mm
otherwise.

(10)

The value of "s is determined simultaneously with the
lifetime and other parameters in the fit to data and not
from Fig. 2. The consequences on the lifetime measurement of the small deviations of the real SVT efficiency
from this simple model are discussed in Sec. IX A. We also
assume that there is no variation in track-finding efficiency
as a function of tracks pT or . Such variations can alter the
probability of finding a particular track combination.
However, as these are time-independent, the effect on the
lifetime measurement is expected to be small. This is also
discussed in Sec. IX A, where we show that the effects of

L2 single-track-finding efficiency
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these simplifications on the lifetime measurements are,
indeed, sufficiently small. There is an alternative, simpler
approach that does not depend on "s , which is suitable in
situations where the track-finding efficiency is constant
over a larger range than for the SVT at the CDF II
Detector. This is discussed in Appendix C.
Calculating Ei ðt; "s Þ.—The value of Ei ðt; "s Þ for a given
decay time is the probability that at least one of the
possible track combinations that passes the trigger criteria
is, in fact, found by the L2-tracking algorithms. For example, if there is only one track pair in the candidate that
can pass the selection requirements, then the probability of
finding both those tracks is "2s , where we simply take the
product of two single-track-finding efficiencies. For a
three-body final state, where there are two possible track
pairs that pass the trigger, the probability is given by
2"2s  "3s . In cases where there are three possible track
pairs (only possible for the low-pT selection that makes
no requirement on track charge), the probability to find
sufficient tracks to pass the trigger is 3"2s  2"3s .

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Impact parameter [µm]

FIG. 2 (color online). The L2 single-track-finding efficiency,
relative to the offline efficiency, as a function of jdoff
0 j. The points
represent the data. The vertical dashed lines represent the trigger
selection requirements. The fitted curved lines represent possible
descriptions of the efficiency, which are described in the discussion of systematic uncertainties in Sec. IX A.

3. Translating online and offline quantities
To calculate the trigger efficiency for all possible B
proper decay times, we scan through different B-decay
points along the B-flight path and determine the probability
that the trigger was passed at that point. As we reapply the
trigger selection, we always base the decision on the quantities accessible to the relevant trigger level, i.e., L2 criteria
to SVT tracks, L3 criteria to L3 tracks, and offline criteria to
the fully reconstructed offline tracks. Certain quantities
such as the track momentum or the opening angle between
two tracks are decay-time–independent and will remain
constant as the vertex is translated along the B-flight path.
Other quantities, such as the impact parameter, will change.
Therefore, as we translate the B decay along its flight
direction, we need to recalculate the decay-time–dependent
quantities for each level: L2, L3, and offline.
It is trivial to calculate the offline impact parameters and
reconstructed proper decay time as the candidate is translated along its flight path. Furthermore, as Ei ðt; "s Þ is a
function of the offline-reconstructed proper decay time,
rather than the true decay time, it is not necessary to
reconsider the effects of detector resolution. This means
that there is a simple, one-to-one relationship between the
offline-reconstructed decay time of the translated candidates and the other time-dependent offline quantities such
as impact parameters and Lxy , without the need to take into
account further resolution effects. We aim to retain a similarly simple direct relationship between proper decay time
and trigger cuts for the online quantities as well. Since all L2
and L3 decay-time–dependent quantities ðd0 ; Lxy Þ are calculated from the impact parameters of the tracks, the value
of the online d0 is the only parameter we need to consider.
As we translate the candidate along the B-flight path,
we recalculate each track’s online d0 at L2 and L3 (dL2
0 and
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FIG. 3. The difference, ðd0 ÞL2 , is binned as a function of jdL2
0 j and fitted to a Gaussian. The mean of the fitted Gaussian is shown
in (a), while the width is given in (b). The variation is of the order of a few microns.

dL3
0 ) by assuming that the differences between online and
offline quantities are not decay-time–dependent. This way,
we can treat this difference in exactly the same way as the
other proper-decay-time–independent quantities in the
candidate, such as track pT . We measure the differences
in each candidate and keep them constant as we translate
the candidate along the B-flight path. The difference between the L2 and offline impact parameters, ðd0 ÞL2 ¼
off
dL2
0  d0 , could vary as a function of impact parameter
due to the finite hit-recognition patterns used to measure
the L2 impact parameter. We verify in data that ðd0 ÞL2 is
time-independent. To check this, we calculate ðd0 ÞL2 and
bin it according to track jdL2
0 j. In each bin, the ðd0 ÞL2
distribution is fitted with a Gaussian, and the mean and
width of the fitted Gaussian for different impact-parameter
ranges is shown in Fig. 3. There are some deviations from a
straight line, but there is no systematic dependence on
impact parameter and, hence, on impact-parameter resolution as a function of decay time. Variations in the impactparameter resolution, such as those observed in data, could
lead to a bias on a lifetime measurement. This is addressed
in Sec. IX, and we find any systematic uncertainty on the
lifetime due to this variation to be very small (0.02 ps).
The ðd0 ÞL2 for a given track is measured at the actual
point of decay by accessing the information of the L2 track
that was matched to the offline track. This is then used to
calculate the translated L2 impact parameter dL2
0 ðtÞ from
the translated offline d0 ðtÞ at each point: dL2
ðtÞ
¼
doff
0
0 ðtÞ þ
ðd0 ÞL2 . A complication arises for those tracks not found
by the SVT (such as those with jd0 j  1 mm). In this case,
a value of ðd0 ÞL2 is assigned by drawing a value at
random from the distribution of ðd0 ÞL2 from tracks where
it is possible to calculate ðd0 ÞL2 . One further issue to
consider is that the L2 algorithm measures impact parameters to the closest 10 m. To emulate this feature of the
L2-tracking algorithm, the calculated dL2
0 ðtÞ is rounded to
the closest multiple of 10 m. The same procedure is

applied to estimate dL3
0 , except that no discretization is
necessary. The online Lxy values at L2 and L3 for each
track pair are then recalculated from the translated L2 and
L3 impact parameters of each track.
4. Example
To illustrate the entire process, we describe in detail a
specific example shown in Fig. 4, which depicts the same
decay at four different decay times. For the purposes of this
illustration, we assume this decay has been accepted by the
medium-pT trigger selection.
First, we consider the decay vertex translated to point
a1 , as shown in Fig. 4(a). The decay vertex is close to
the primary interaction point, and only one track has
jdL2
0 j > 120 m; therefore, the selection requirements are
not met. The value of Ei ðt; "s Þ at the proper decay time
corresponding to a1 is H1 ¼ 0, where H is a polynomial
function of "s that gives the value of the efficiency function
at a given decay position.
In Fig. 4(b), the decay vertex has been translated further
along the B-momentum direction and is at the point where
one track pair satisfies the trigger selection, and the B
decay satisfies all other selection requirements listed in
Sec. IVA. At this point, a2 , the value of Ei ðt; "s Þ is given by
the probability of finding both the B and the D track,
which is H2 ¼ "2s .
As this candidate is further translated along its
B-momentum direction, it moves into the region where
all three tracks can participate in the trigger decision. In
Fig. 4(c), two track combinations fulfill the trigger requirements, ðB ; D Þ and ðD ; KD Þ. The remaining combination, ðB ; KD Þ, does not pass the trigger in this case, as it
does not satisfy the opposite charge requirement of the
medium-pT trigger. The value of Ei ðt; "s Þ at the decay
point a3 is the probability that at least one of the
two possible track combinations is found by the SVT,
H3 ¼ 2"2s  "3s .
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FIG. 4 (color online). The decay vertex is translated along the direction of the B momentum, while the decay kinematics are held
fixed. At each decay point, it is determined whether or not the selection criteria could be satisfied, and Ei ðt; "s Þ is calculated. Diagrams
not to scale.

In Fig. 4(d), the decay vertex has been translated to the
point a4 , where the track impact-parameter requirements
are not satisfied. The value of Ei ðt; "s Þ returns to zero at the
point where the trigger requirements are not met. Hence,
Ei ðt; "s Þ can be described by a series of intervals limited by
Ei ðt; "s Þ ¼

X
ki ¼ all intervals in event i

tmin and tmax , and within an interval the value of Ei ðt; "s Þ is
given by a polynomial in terms of "s , Hð"s Þ. The efficiency
function can be written in terms of the Heaviside step
function  as

fHki ð"s Þ½ðt  tminki Þ  ðt  tmaxki Þ g:

(11)

C. The signal PDF and its parameters
Substitution of Ei ðt; "s Þ as given in Eq. (11) into Eq. (9) leads to the following PDF for observing a decay at time ti :
2
2
Ei ðt; "s Þjt¼ti 1 e½ðti Þ= þð1=2Þ½ð t Þ=ð Þ Fð tit  t Þ
P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s ¼ P
(12)
t¼t ki :
½ðti Þ= þð1=2Þ½ð 2t Þ=ð2 Þ
Fð tt  t Þ þ Fð t t Þ t¼tmax
ki ¼ all intervals in event i Hki ð"s Þ½e
min ki
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We describe the decay-time resolution of the detector as a
Gaussian with width t ¼ 0:087 ps. This is the average
of the calculated candidate-by-candidate ti of the
background-subtracted signal region in data. Using a single
Gaussian based on a single, global t , instead of a
candidate-by-candidate value, significantly simplifies the
analysis and is justified, since the PDF is not very sensitive
to the exact value of t . This is the case for two reasons:
the lifetime to be measured, Oð1:6 psÞ, is much larger than
t ¼ 0:087 ps; and the selection requirements remove the
majority of candidates with low decay times.
In terms of the PDF in Eq. (12), this implies that all
terms containing t only have a small effect on the PDF
because t=  12 2t =2 and Fð tt  t Þ  Fð tt Þ  1. These
approximations are not made in the PDF, but they illustrate
why the dependence on t is small. In Sec. IX, we confirm
that the systematic uncertainty due to the resolution parametrization is small.
To use this PDF to extract the lifetime, knowledge of "s
is also required. Although Eq. (12) could be used to simultaneously fit  and "s , there is extra information available
in the data that can be used to help determine "s with

greater precision. The extra information used is simply
the knowledge of exactly which tracks do, and do not,
have L2 information. To add this information to the PDF,
we introduce a candidate observable called track configuration, Ci . This observable is defined both by n, the number
of tracks that are within the reach of the SVT (pT >
2:0 GeV=c, jdoff
0 j 2 ½0; 1 mm), and by r, the number of
those that have L2 information. The configuration also
distinguishes which specific tracks have L2 information,
i.e., a specific set of r tracks have matches, while the
remaining n  r do not. The probability of observing a
particular Ci is given by
P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s ¼

"rs ð1  "s ÞðnrÞ
;
Ei ðt; "s Þjt¼ti

(13)

where the factor Ei ðt; "s Þjt¼ti provides the correct normalization, as it is the sum of all possible configurations that
could have passed the trigger.
We multiply the probabilities defined in Eqs. (12) and
(13) to obtain the PDF, which is used to simultaneously fit
the proper decay time and "s . It is given by

P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s  P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s
¼P

"rs ð1  "s ÞðnrÞ 1 e½ðti Þ= þð1=2Þ½ð
½ðtÞ= þð1=2Þ½ð
ki ¼ all intervals in event i Hki ð"s Þ½e

In the case of a two-body decay, we would always find, in
both the numerator and denominator of the expression, that
Hki ð"s Þ ¼ "rs ð1  "s Þnr ¼ "2s ; all factors containing "s
would cancel, and we would recover the expression for
two-body decays derived in Ref. [25]. If there is no upper
impact-parameter cut or equivalent (tmax ¼ 1), and the
lower cut is hard enough so that for each candidate
tmin  t , Eq. (14) reduces to 1 eðttmin Þ= , equivalent to
a redefinition of t ¼ 0, as used by the DELPHI
Collaboration in Ref. [26]. Other special cases leading to
some simplifications are discussed in Appendix C.
However, none of these apply here, and we use the full
expression given in Eq. (14).

VI. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
We test the signal PDF derived in Sec. V and the full
PDF with both signal and background components that will
be derived in Sec. VII on simulated events. We use two
kinds of simulations: a full GEANT3-based [17] detector
simulation and a fast parametric simulation for highstatistics studies.

2 Þ=ð2 Þ
t
2 Þ=ð2 Þ
t

Fð tit  t Þ

Fð t t  t Þ þ Fð tt Þ

t¼tmax ki
t¼tmin ki

:

(14)

A. The full detector simulation
We use the full CDF II Detector simulation to test
whether the signal PDF constructed in Sec. V can correctly
remove the selection bias. The simulated data samples used
for this test consist of single B hadrons generated with pT
spectra consistent with next-to-leading-order quantum
chromodynamics [27,28] and decayed with EVTGEN [29].
A detailed GEANT3-based detector and trigger simulation is
used to produce the detector response, which is processed
using the same reconstruction algorithms as data. In addition to a B ! D0  sample, we also use samples of three
other decay modes: B0 ! Dþ  ðDþ ! K þ þ Þ,
Bs ! , and Bs ! Kþ K , where the offline-selection
criteria applied are broadly similar to those of the B !
D0  candidates. These distinct samples, with differing
topologies, allow for further cross-checks of the basis of
the method to correct the selection biases. The calculation
of the efficiency function is easily extended to include
four-track decays, using the same principle of scanning
through all possible proper decay times as described in
Sec. V.
As these samples contain only signal events, we use the
PDF described in Eq. (14) to simultaneously extract the
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TABLE II. The fit results on full detector-simulated B-decay
samples. The table also gives the true input lifetime and the size
of the sample after selection cuts had been applied.
Decay
B

Sample size Input lifetime Measured lifetime
D 0 

!
B 0 ! D þ 
Bs ! 
Bs ! K þ K 

75 000
71 000
35 000
75 000

496 m
464 m
438 m
438 m

493:3  3:2 m
467:8  2:8 m
443  5 m
441:5  2:9 m

lifetime and the L2 single-track-finding efficiency. The
fitted lifetimes, along with the input truth lifetimes and
the size of each sample, are given in Table II.
The fitted lifetime is consistent with the input lifetime
for each Monte Carlo sample. These results indicate that
the method of calculating the event efficiency can be used
to correct the selection biases.
B. The fast simulation
In addition to the full CDF II Detector simulation, we
use a custom fast simulation which is several orders of
magnitude faster than the detailed simulation. It allows
production of many thousands of independent samples,
each approximately the size of the data yield (24 000 signal
events), that are used for the extensive validation and
studies of systematic uncertainty. The fast simulation is
used for validating the technique with simulated signal and
background events and for evaluating systematic uncertainties. Neither the fast simulation nor the full simulation
described earlier is used to determine or constrain any of
the parameters that enter the likelihood fit to data from
which we extract the B lifetime. Below, we describe the
fast simulation with its default settings. These form
the basis of the validation studies presented later. How
the default behavior is altered to estimate systematic uncertainties is discussed in Sec. IX.
In order to reproduce the data as well as possible with a
relatively simple simulation, we generate many of the
kinematic variables in each event based on distributions

observed in data, in particular when generating background. The most important ones are summarized in
Table III.
For every event i, we generate the B proper decay time,
ti , the reconstructed mass, mi , the measured momentum,
P i , and the D0 -meson proper decay time. The B mass is
generated from the PDF described in Eq. (3) using the bestfit parameters from the mass fit to the data sample. For
signal events, the B and D0 proper decay times are
generated as exponentials using the 2008 world average
values of the lifetimes, which are 1.637 and 0.41 ps for the
B and D0 mesons, respectively [24]. The generated
proper decay times are smeared by a Gaussian of width
0.087 ps to simulate the detector resolution. The generation
of the reconstructed B proper decay time in background
events is based on the PDF described in Sec. VII A. Its
parameters are determined from data by fitting the lifetime
distribution of the events in the upper mass sideband. The
background D0 proper decay time is taken from the D0 decay-time distribution observed in the upper mass sideband. The direction of the B momentum is generated
uniformly in  and . As transverse quantities are used
to determine the measured proper decay time in data, it is
important to match the pT distribution in the simulation to
that observed in data. The magnitude of the B momentum
is generated such that, after the selection criteria are applied, the distribution of pT of the remaining simulated
signal events matches the pT distribution observed in the
background-subtracted signal region. Similarly, we generate the magnitude of the momentum for background
events, so that after selection there is agreement between
the pT of simulated events and the upper sideband in data.
We calculate the remaining kinematic variables as follows. In the rest frame of the B particle, the magnitudes of
the reconstructed D0 and B momenta are defined by the
generated mass of the B meson and the world average
values for the D0 and  masses [24]. The reconstructed D0
mass is kept fixed because, in data, the mass-constrained
vertex forces the reconstructed D0 mass to the world
average value. We pick a direction for the B -momentum

TABLE III. Kinematic parameters of the fast simulation and the parent distribution used for generation. Details are given in the text.
Randomly generated parameter
t
tD
jPj
mB
t
tD
jPj
mB


dL2
0



Reconstructed decay time of B
Reconstructed decay time of D0
Magnitude of B momentum
B mass
Reconstructed decay time of B
Reconstructed decay time of D0
Magnitude of B momentum
B mass
Azimuth angle of B momentum
Pseudorapidity of B
off
dL2
0  d0

Parent distribution
(Signal)
(Signal)
(Signal)
(Signal)
(Background)
(Background)
(Background)
(Background)
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2
2
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Background-subtracted data
PDF given in Eq. (3), fitted to data
PDF given in Eq. (18), fitted to data
Sideband data
Sideband data
PDF given in Eq. (5), fitted to data
Uniform
Uniform with jj < 1:5
Gaussian, then round dL2
0 to nearest 10 m.
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isotropic in the B rest frame; the D momentum is in the
opposite direction. These momenta are then transformed
into the laboratory frame to calculate the simulated D0 and
B momenta. The equivalent procedure is carried out to
calculate the D and KD momenta in the laboratory frame.
The B - and D0 -decay vertex positions are calculated from
the generated proper decay time and momentum; knowledge of these allows for track impact-parameter calculation. These impact parameters are defined to be the offline
impact parameters.
We simulate the SVT with a single-track-finding effibkg
¼ 55% for
ciency of "sig
s ¼ 65% for signal events and "s
background events. The efficiency is different for signal
and background because, in general, we find in our data
that background tracks have fewer hits in the silicon layers
and, hence, a lower track-finding efficiency. The values for
the track-finding efficiency that we use for the simulation
are approximately those found in data for tracks with
obtained from the simultaneous
jdoff
0 j < 1000 m,
proper-decay-time, mass, and efficiency fits (the fit results
for all parameters can be found in Appendix 4). Simulation
tracks with jdoff
0 j > 1000 m are not used in the trigger
decision and are treated in the fit as not-found by the SVT,
so there is no need to model the behavior of the SVT
efficiency for tracks with jdoff
0 j > 1000 m. For those
tracks that are found, the SVT-measured impact parameter,
dL2
0 , is obtained by adding a Gaussian-distributed random
number to the doff
0 . The Gaussian is centered at 0 and has a
width of 35 m, which is consistent with the width observed in the data [Fig. 3(b)]. The result is then rounded to
the nearest 10 m, as in the real SVT. The difference
off is not
between the L3 impact parameter dL3
0 and d0
L2
simulated. Although the mean d0 in data is shifted from
zero, further tests, detailed below, confirm that the central
value of the dL2
0 distribution does not affect the results.

Normalized Frequency

0.07

(a)

Background Subtracted
Signal Region
Fast MC Signal

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

Therefore, these differences between the fast simulation
and the data will have a negligible effect on the interpretation of the results.
After all kinematic quantities have been obtained in the
way described above, the selection criteria are applied to
replicate the biases observed in data. All decay products
are required to lie in the fiducial volume of the CDF II
Detector. The three two-track trigger configurations summarized in Table I represent three different sets of selection criteria. Events are generated with each set of cuts
separately and then combined in the fractions observed in
the data. In the data, we observe very few events with
tracks that have jj > 1:5. Therefore, events that have
simulated tracks with jj > 1:5 are removed from the
sample. For background, prior to applying selection cuts,
we further reject events so that the pT spectrum of the
candidate B , after the cuts are applied, matches that
observed in the data upper sideband. This further rejection
for background events effectively changes all kinematic
distributions observed after the selection criteria are applied and forces the simulated background to have the
characteristics of background observed in data. Overall,
there is broad agreement between the distributions of
impact parameters, momenta,  of track pairs, and 
in the simulated and real data. As impact parameters are
particularly important in this analysis, we compare the D
impact-parameter distribution from the fast simulation and
in real data in Fig. 5. Given the simple nature of the fast
simulation, the agreement with data is remarkably good,
although, of course, not perfect. Since the simulation is
not used to determine any parameters in the final fit to
data, but only to test the robustness of the method and to
estimate systematic uncertainties, we do not rely on a
perfect match between the simulation and the data, and
the agreement we observe is sufficient.
0.14

Normalized Frequency



0
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(b)

Sideband in Data
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FIG. 5 (color online). A comparison of the impact-parameter distribution of the D track in data (triangle points) and fast simulation
(circular points). The comparison between generated signal events and the background-subtracted signal region in data is shown in (a),
while (b) shows the comparison between generated background events and the upper sideband in data. All distributions are normalized
to one event.
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C. Validation of the method on signal events
We use the custom fast simulation for high-statistics
tests of the signal PDF given in Eq. (14). We generate
1000 samples of 24 000 signal events each, similar to the
yield observed in the data. The proper-decay-time distribution for each sample has been sculpted by the same
decay-time–dependent selection cuts as in real data, applied to the simulated data as described in the previous
section. We maximize a likelihood function for signal
events, constructed from the PDF in Eq. (14), to extract
a best-fit lifetime for each sample. Fitting the resulting
pull distribution with a Gaussian, we find a mean
 ¼ 0:026  0:034 and a standard deviation
¼
1:027  0:024. This demonstrates that Ei ðt; "s Þ is correctly
calculated, and that the likelihood formed from the PDF in
Eq. (14) can correct for the selection biases. It also shows
that assigning the value of d0 to tracks that did not have
an SVT match from the distribution of d0 of tracks that
did have an SVT match does not cause any bias. In addition
to this single test, to validate the method itself, we performed further tests to cross-check our assumptions, described below.
There are some differences between the value of the
single-track-finding efficiency applied in the fast simulation and the efficiency observed in the data. To test that the
results were not sensitive to the default values of the
efficiency chosen for the fast simulation, we varied
the input efficiencies around the default values and saw
no bias due to the value of input efficiency or due to the
difference between signal and background efficiencies.
The fitted efficiency was always consistent with the input
value. In Sec. III C, we noted that there have been three
changes to "s over the course of the period of data taking
used for this analysis. To determine whether it is sufficient
to parametrize the SVT track-finding efficiency with a
single value (representing the average "s over these three
data-taking periods), we generated samples containing
events simulated using three different values of "s in the
proportions observed in the data. These samples were fit
using only one average "s parameter, which was allowed to
float in the fit. The resulting pull distribution has a mean
consistent with 0 m; however, the width is 1:19  0:03.
This can be understood as follows: Each Ei ðt; "s Þ is a
measure of the statistical power of each event [25]. By
using an average "s , the statistical power of each event has
been incorrectly assumed in the fit, leading to an incorrect
estimate of the statistical uncertainty. If, instead, we allow
for three floating efficiency parameters where each parameter is only sensitive to the events in one of the datataking periods, the resulting pull distribution once again
has unit width. Therefore, in the fit to data, we use three
parameters to describe "s , each floating in the fit, one for
each data-taking period.
In the default simulation, the ðd0 ÞL2 distribution
is generated with a Gaussian distribution with mean

 ¼ 0 m and width ¼ 35 m. As the fit method takes
all its information about ðd0 ÞL2 from data and makes no
assumptions about the shape of the ðd0 ÞL2 distribution,
we expect it to perform equally well for any ðd0 ÞL2
distribution, including asymmetric and biased distributions. We test this by generating data with two alternative
models for ðd0 ÞL2 : For the first model, we use a biased
impact-parameter–resolution function described by a
Gaussian with mean  ¼ 35 m and width ¼ 35 m.
To truly stress-test the sensitivity of the method to the
ðd0 ÞL2 distribution, the second alternative model is a
somewhat unrealistic, biased, and asymmetric resolution
function described by an exponential decay distribution
off
with mean 35 m, so that all dL2
0 are larger than the d0 .
For both models, we perform pull studies with the same
sample size as observed in data and observe no bias in the
fitted lifetime. This confirms that the fit method is robust,
with respect to the shape and mean of the ðd0 ÞL2 resolution function, and that the observed shift from zero in the
data of the mean of the distribution in Fig. 3(a) does not
affect the fit result.
Other assumptions, including the dependence of the
SVT efficiency on impact parameter, pT , , and the effect
of small differences in the ðd0 ÞL2 resolution depending on
impact parameter, are discussed as sources of systematic
uncertainties in Sec. IX.
VII. THE COMBINED PDF FOR SIGNAL AND
BACKGROUND EVENTS
In this section, we derive the PDF for a sample containing signal and background events. We remind the reader
that we use four measured observables in the fit: the
measured proper decay time, ti , the efficiency function,
Ei ðt; "s Þ, the mass, mi , and the track-configuration observed, Ci . An unbinned maximum likelihood fit is used
to determine the lifetime of the B meson and other parameters. Candidates in the data sample have passed the selection criteria, T, which means that we must consider the
conditional probability that a candidate has a particular ti ,
mi , Ei ðt; "s Þ, and Ci , given that the selection criteria have
been satisfied. There are only two classes of candidates in
the data sample, signal and background; therefore, the
likelihood function is defined as
L¼

Y

fP ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT

i

þ P ½b; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "bkg
s ÞjT g;

(15)

where the first term represents the likelihood for signal
candidates, and the second term is the likelihood for background candidates. For readability, the dependence on
other fit parameters, such as those related to the parametrization of the mass distribution, is suppressed, and only
the dependence on the fit parameter  is explicitly written.
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yðtÞ ¼ eaj þ½ðajþ1 aj Þ=ðtjþ1 tj Þ ðttj Þ

The PDF for signal candidates can be factorized into the
following form:
P ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT
¼ P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s  P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s
 P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT  P ðmi jT; sÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T ;
(16)
where a detailed derivation of this factorization is given in
Appendix A. There is also an entirely analogous factorization for background candidates. The combined factor
P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s describes the
proper-decay-time distribution and includes the trackconfiguration information which determines "s . Note that
P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT and similar expressions refer to the probability to find a given efficiency function Ei ðt; "s Þ. It does
not refer to the function as evaluated for a given t or "s , but
to the function as a whole. P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT , therefore, does
not depend on the value of ti or "s . The factor
P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT is independent of  and whether a candidate
is signal or background. Hence, it can be ignored in the
likelihood. The factors P ðmi jT; sÞ and P ðmi jT; bÞ (from
the background part of the PDF) describe the mass distribution and are described earlier, in Sec. IV B. The final
factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T is the probability that a candidate is
signal, given its efficiency function. Each factor of the
likelihood is normalized to one candidate.
A. The parametrization of the background
proper-decay-time PDF
This section considers the proper-decay-time term in the
PDF in Eq. (16), the analogous term for the background
candidates, and describes the parametrizations of the PDFs
used for the fit. For the signal component, a physics model
is used; for the background contribution, it is sufficient to
provide an empirical description of the data. The first two
factors on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) are identical to
the left-hand side of Eq. (14), and this is the PDF used to fit
the proper decay time and single-track-finding efficiency
for signal candidates. Three different values of "sig
s are fit,
one for each time period, as described in Sec. VI.
For background candidates,
P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; b P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; b
n

nr
"bkg
ð1  "bkg
yðti Þ
s Þ
s
;
¼P
bkg Rtmax k
k¼ all intervals Hk ð"s Þ tmin k yðtÞdt

(17)

where, similarly to signal, there are three values of "bkg
to
s
fit. The function yðtÞ can be determined empirically from
the data. Simple forms of yðtÞ, such as a sum of exponentials convoluted by a Gaussian, were found to provide an
unsatisfactory description of the data. Therefore, the function yðtÞ is empirically determined using an interpolation
of exponentials given by

for tj

t

tjþ1 :
(18)

We use ten fit points (tj ), which are spaced more closely at
low t where the proper-decay-time distribution of background candidates is concentrated. The values of the corresponding aj are determined alongside the other fit
parameters in the unbinned maximum likelihood fit. This
parametrization was tested on data from the upper sideband to ensure that it is a good model for the data. The tests
on the upper sideband were only used to distinguish the
performance of different parametrizations. No fit parameters are fixed from this test.
B. The complication in combining the signal PDF
and the background PDF when using
a candidate-by-candidate
efficiency function
Combining the signal and the background PDF while
using a candidate-by-candidate efficiency function introduces a significant complication into the analysis. The
rest of this section describes this problem, and its solution,
in detail. As discussed in [16], when a candidate-bycandidate quantity enters a fit with a signal and background
component, the PDF for this quantity needs to be included
in the fit. In our PDF, this effect is taken into account by a
term that describes the candidate-by-candidate signal
probability dependent on the Ei ðt; "s Þ. So, instead of an
overall signal fraction P ðsÞ, there is a signal weighting
for each candidate which depends on the efficiency
function. This is described by the factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T ,
and the corresponding term for background is simply
P ½bjEi ðt; "s Þ; T ¼ 1  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T . Alternative ways
of factorizing the PDF would lead to different ways to take
this effect into account, but, regardless of the choice of
factorization, the underlying need to include a PDF for the
efficiency function remains.
The factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T can be simplified to an overall signal fraction, P ðsÞ, only in the case where the
efficiency-function distributions are the same for signal
and background. Figure 6 shows the mean efficiency function, Ei ðt; "s Þ, for candidates in the upper sideband (background) and the background-subtracted signal region. The
mean is determined simply by summing all efficiency
functions in a sample and dividing by the number of
candidates. The two Ei ðt; "s Þ are clearly different, which
shows that the distribution of efficiency functions in signal
and background must be different. We can estimate the bias
on the lifetime measurement we would get if we were to
ignore the differences in the efficiency function by simplifying P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T to P ðsÞ. Using the custom fast
simulation described in Sec. VI B, we find a bias of approximately 0:018  0:001 ps. Any advantage gained in
precision by using a simulation-independent method
would be negated by a bias of this size. Therefore, a
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2. Representing the efficiency function by a scalar
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FIG. 6 (color online). The mean Eðt; "s Þ function for signal
and background candidates. Signal (solid line) and background
(dashed line) candidates have different Ei ðt; "s Þ.

successful simulation-independent method for correcting a
trigger bias must include a proper description of the term
P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T .
C. Calculating the term P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T
1. Overview
To correctly represent the PDF in the fit, we require a
parametrization of the signal fraction that is dependent on
the candidate-by-candidate efficiency function, Ei ðt; "s Þ.
However, it is difficult to parametrize a distribution of
functions, and that is what is required to derive a signal
probability as a function of each individual efficiency
function. The problem is simplified if we represent
Ei ðt; "s Þ by a number, xi , as it is considerably easier to
parametrize the distribution of the scalar variable x rather
than a distribution of functions, i.e., we aim to find a
variable x such that we can replace P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T by
assuming P ðsjx; TÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T . For this approach
to succeed, x must be chosen in such a way that the loss of
information regarding the signal probability contained
within Ei ðt; "s Þ is minimized as we transform from
Ei ðt; "s Þ to x. Note that the transformation of Ei ðt; "s Þ to
x is only used for determining the signal probability of
each candidate. The proper-decay-time probabilities are
unchanged and continue to use Ei ðt; "s Þ, as the trigger
bias cannot be corrected without the full description. To
summarize, the parametrization of the term
P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T involves two steps:
(i) transforming the efficiency function Ei ðt; "s Þ into a
representative number x and
(ii) describing the signal fraction as a function of x,
P ðsjx; TÞ, with a suitable function whose parameters will be determined in the fit.
These are discussed below.

In order to translate the efficiency function Ei ðt; "s Þ into
a scalar variable, we make use of the Fisher linear discriminant method [30]. This method transforms a vector of
variables into a single scalar variable. We represent each
Ei ðt; "s Þ as a vector that contains all the relevant information about Ei ðt; "s Þ and then use the Fisher discriminant
method to translate this vector into a number, the Fisher
scalar, x. Note that we do not use the Fisher discriminant
method to select candidates. The scalar resulting from the
Fisher discriminant method is optimized for distinguishing
signal from background and, therefore, fulfills the requirement of minimizing the loss of information about the
signal probability as we translate Ei ðt; "s Þ to xi , so that
P ðsjxi ; TÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T to a very good approximation. How good this approximation is, is quantified below.
Here, we summarize the method rather briefly. Further
details can be found in Appendix B.
3. Finding the Fisher discriminant in
a simulation-independent way
The Fisher scalar variable, xi , is given by xi ¼ w  vi ,
where vi represents one candidate’s efficiency function, and
w is another fixed vector. The Fisher linear discriminant
method provides a way to determine a vector w such that it
maximizes the separation of signal and background candidates in the variable x. The transformation of the information contained in Ei ðt; "s Þ to vi is described in detail in
Appendix B. The transformation does not require the values
bkg
of "sig
and, hence, the transformation can be done
s or "s
before the fit determines the values for the efficiencies.
In typical uses of the Fisher linear discriminant method,
the calculation of w requires not only the knowledge of all
the vi , but also knowledge of vs and vb , which are the
mean vi for signal and background candidates, respectively. Traditionally, vs and vb are determined from independent training samples, such as detailed Monte Carlo
data. Since this analysis uses no input from simulation, we
use the data itself to calculate vs and vb . For this measurement, we use candidates in the upper sideband to determine
vb . We perform a background subtraction on candidates
with 5:25 < mB < 5:32 GeV=c2 to determine vs . Further
information regarding the determination of vb and vs is
given in Appendix B.
4. Testing the assumption that
P ðsjxi ; TÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T
Before proceeding further, it is important to test the
assumption that the Fisher scalar variable xi is representative of Ei ðt; "s Þ. We use a custom fast simulation and fit the
lifetime of the 1000 independent samples of signal and
background candidates, using the Fisher scalar xi to determine a signal probability per candidate. It is desirable to
quantify how the assumption that P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T 
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FIG. 7 (color online). The data points show the signal fraction
as a function of the Fisher scalar for a sample of simulated data.
The line shows the projection of the Lagrange interpolating
polynomial determined by the simultaneous fit to proper decay
time, signal fraction, and other parameters.

P ðsjxi ; TÞ affects the fit result in a way that is independent
of any particular parametrization of P ðsjxi ; TÞ. (The particular choice of parametrization is discussed separately
and is described in Sec. VII C 5.) To do so, we access the
Monte Carlo truth information of the simulated data, i.e.,
we use the fact that in simulated events know exactly what
kind of event was generated independent of the reconstruction. As shown by the data points in Fig. 7, P ðsjxi ; TÞ can
be calculated by finely dividing the sample into 100 bins in
x and simply counting the number of signal and background candidates in any particular bin of the variable x.
So, for each xi , we determine P ðsjxi ; TÞ by reading its
value off a histogram generated from the truth information.
We find that the mean lifetime shift in those 1000 fits is
only 0.0013 ps, which is significantly smaller than
0:018 ps found when the distribution of efficiency functions is ignored. This demonstrates that the variable xi is
a satisfactory substitute for Ei ðt; "s Þ for the purposes of
calculating the probability that a candidate is signal given
its efficiency function and that P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T 
P ðsjxi ; TÞ is a reasonable assumption. This mean shift of
0.0013 ps is small in comparison to the statistical uncertainty from the data sample size and is taken as the systematic uncertainty due to assuming the scalar variable is
entirely equivalent to using the full efficiency function.
This method of calculating P ðsjxi ; TÞ is only used in this
set of test fits. For other tests (and for the final data fit), no
truth information is used, and the parameterization of
P ðsjxi ; TÞ described in Sec. VII C 5 is used.
5. Parametrizing the signal fraction as a function of the
Fisher scalar variable
In order to apply this method to real data in a
simulation-independent way, we need to find a function
that parametrizes P ðsjxi ; TÞ and whose parameters can

then be determined in the fit to data. We use Lagrange
interpolating polynomials, as they provide a very general
parametrization that makes minimal assumptions about
the shape of the distribution to be fitted. This parametrization has as its parameters the signal fractions pj at certain
discrete values of the Fisher discriminant xj , so
P ðsjxj ; TÞ ¼ pj . The value of P ðsjx; TÞ, for general x, is
calculated using a smooth interpolation between those
points. The pj are determined in the fit.
Our default choice for the xj is the following: We divide
the x axis into N ¼ 15 equal bins. As the number of
candidates at the edges of the distribution is small, we
merge the first two bins, and also the last two bins. We
place our xj at the center of each of the resulting bins. This
results in 13 fit parameters, pj , representing the signal
fractions at the 13 xj . We tested the robustness of this
choice by trying out different numbers of bins N and found
that there is negligible difference in performance for any
value of N from 10 to 20.
This parametrization is tested using the fast simulation.
Figure 7 shows the projection of the fitted Lagrange interpolating polynomial, fðxÞ, where the truth information has
been superimposed for one sample of simulated data. In
contrast to the test in Sec. VII C 4, where we tested the
assumption P ðsjxi ; TÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T , the fit, here, is
performed in the same way as in our final fit to real data: at
no point is truth information or any external simulation
input used in the fit, and the pj parameters of P ðsjxi ; TÞ are
determined in the fit at the same time as all other fit
parameters, such as the lifetime or "s . The projection of
P ðsjx; TÞ obtained in this fit matches closely the histogram
obtained from truth information, giving us confidence that
this parametrization provides a good description. We tested
this parametrization using 1000 simulated samples and
observed a mean residual of 0.0013 ps. The lifetime pull
distribution is described by a Gaussian with mean
0:039  0:036 and width 1:097  0:029. This demonstrates no further shift in the mean residual position relative
to the small shift, resulting from the assumption
P ðsjxi ; TÞ  P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T , observed in Sec. VII C 4.
As the parametrization works as well as the truth information, any systematic uncertainty due to the parametrization
of P ðsjxi ; TÞ is negligible.
6. Summary: The full signal and background PDF with
the factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T
In summary, we find that the PDF in Eq. (16), with the
factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T parametrized as described in this
section, successfully corrects for the selection bias in data
samples where both a signal and a background component
is present. The 0.0013 ps residual is taken as a systematic
uncertainty due to the method of describing the term
P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T by the xi variable. The width of the pull
indicates that the method underestimates the statistical
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uncertainty by 10  3%. To be conservative, we increase
the statistical uncertainty of the fit to data accordingly.
VIII. FIT RESULTS
This section describes the fit to data selected by applying
the selection criteria listed in Sec. IVA. An initial mass fit
is performed, as described in Sec. IV B, with seven free

logL ¼

X
i


log

parameters. The best fit results are given in Appendix 4.
The results of the mass fit are used to perform the background subtraction required to calculate the vs , which is
needed for the Fisher discriminant analysis.
The lifetime is determined in a second fit. The likelihood
function used in this unbinned maximum likelihood fit is
given by Eq. (15) and (16) and is

fðxÞjx¼xi  "rs ð1  "s ÞðnrÞ 1 e½ðti Þ= þð1=2Þ½ð t Þ=ð Þ Fð tit  t Þ
P
2
2
Hki ð"s Þ½e½ðtÞ= þð1=2Þ½ð t Þ=ð Þ Fð tt  t Þ þ Fð tt Þ
2

ki ¼ all intervals in event i
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þ
2 2
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f1  ef½ðmi m1 Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

t¼tmaxki
1 2
t¼tmink
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=ð2
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1
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nr yðt Þ
½1  fðxÞjx¼xi  "bkg
ð1  "bkg
1  mi
s
s Þ
i
þ

;
Rtmaxk
P
½mhigh  mlow  2 ðm2high  m2low Þ
Hk ð"bkg
s Þ tmink yðtÞdt

(19)

k¼ all intervals

where yðtÞ is defined in Eq. (18), and fðxÞ is described in
Sec. VII C 5. The parameters that determine the mass
shapes for signal and background are fixed at the values
determined in the initial mass fit. However, the signal
fraction is not taken from the mass fit because this is now
redefined in terms of the Fisher scalar variable. In total,
there are 30 free parameters in the lifetime fit. These are the
following: one for the signal lifetime; ten to describe the
background proper-decay-time distribution, as described in
Sec. VII A; 13 parameters to determine the signal fraction
as a function of the Fisher scalar, fðxÞ, defined in
Sec. VII C 5; and six parameters to describe the singletrack-finding efficiency, as described in Sec. VII A.
The proper-decay-time fit projection for all events in the
fit is shown in Fig. 8. The function, fðxÞ, determined by the
fit is shown in Fig. 9, and the distribution of the variable x

itself is shown in Fig. 10. To assess how well fðxÞ determines the signal fraction, the data with 7 < x < 2 are
divided into nine bins. A mass fit is performed separately
for the events in each bin to obtain an independent measure
of the signal fraction in that bin. For x outside the range
7 < x < 2, there are insufficient data to perform a
mass fit.
The signal fractions, as determined by the series of mass
fits, are overlaid on the function fðxÞ in Fig. 9, and there is
good agreement between the two determinations of signal
fraction.
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FIG. 8 (color online). This figure shows the projection of the
lifetime fit onto the data. The signal and background components
are shown separately (dotted and dash-dotted lines) and in
addition (solid line). The points are data. The lower plot shows
the residual divided by the error for each bin.

FIG. 9 (color online). Projection of the signal fraction, fðxÞ, as
a function of the Fisher scalar, determined from the fit (line). The
data points are the signal fraction determined from mass fits
using events only lying in that particular bin of x.
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4500

each sample in the same way as we do for data, using the
standard PDF described in Sec. VII. For each source of
systematic uncertainty, the mean residual (fitted lifetime–
input lifetime), averaged over the 1000 samples, is taken as
the systematic uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty on
the mean residual from 1000 generated samples of simulated data is approximately 0.0007 ps, and systematic uncertainties of this size or smaller are deemed negligible.
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FIG. 10. The distribution of the Fisher scalar variable x in data.

The fit result for the B lifetime is ðB Þ ¼ 1:663 
0:023 ðstatÞ ps, where the uncertainty has already been
scaled by the factor 1.1, as discussed in Sec. VII C 6. The
fit results for all other parameters can be found in
Appendix 4. The lifetime is only weakly correlated to the
other fit parameters; the correlation coefficient between the
lifetime and any other fit parameter is always less than
10%. The statistical uncertainty on ðB Þ is about twice as
large as one would naively expect from dividing the fit
result by the square root of the number of signal events,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 naive  = Nsig ¼ 0:011 ps, which usually gives a reasonable estimate for data with good proper-decay-time
resolution and small background contamination as we
have here. As shown in Ref. [25], the cause for the increased uncertainty is the trigger bias, specifically the
upper impact-parameter cut in the trigger, which leads to
a significantly reduced statistical precision per event. The
size of the effect is consistent with that calculated in
Ref. [25].
IX. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
In this section, we evaluate the systematic uncertainty on
our measurement from a variety of possible causes. The
two dominant uncertainties are due to the dependence of
the single-track-finding efficiency of the SVT on the impact parameter (Sec. IX A) and the correlation between the
measured ti and mi that we observe in background data
from the upper sideband.
We evaluate each uncertainty as follows: for each source
of uncertainty, 1000 samples of simulated data are generated using the fast simulation. Each sample contains approximately the same number of signal and background
candidates as are found in data. The samples are generated
using a nonstandard configuration that simulates the effect
under consideration; we then extract the B lifetime from

The leading source of systematic uncertainty is the
parametrization of the L2 single-track-finding efficiency
as a function of track impact parameter. As described
in Sec. V, we assume that "s ðjdoff
0 jÞ is constant for
jdoff
0 j < 1000 m. Figure 2 shows the efficiency as a function of jdoff
0 j in data and indicates that "s starts dropping
slightly before jdoff
0 j ¼ 1000 m. To obtain a model for the
track-finding efficiency to use in the simulation, we fit the
SVT single-track-finding efficiency as a function of
off
jdoff
0 j found in data, using the function "ðjd0 jÞ ¼
jdoff jp

p0  Gð 0 p2 1 Þ, where p0 , p1 , and p2 are free parameters,
and GðxÞ isRthe complementary error function defined as
1
GðxÞ ¼ p2ﬃﬃﬃ
expðt2 Þdt. This fit results in one particular
 x
determination of the single-track-finding efficiency shape.
We create other SVT single-track efficiency distributions,
consistent with the data, by varying p0 , p1 , and p2 by the
statistical uncertainty of their fitted values. Of these distributions, we choose the three which we expect to produce
the largest biases in the fitted lifetime, i.e., the distributions
that have the largest difference in efficiency between
off
jdoff
0 j ¼ 0 and jd0 j ¼ 1000 m. These three SVT
single-track efficiency functions, one of which is the original fit result itself, are represented by the three lines in
Fig. 2. The different single-track efficiency functions are
implemented in the simulation by assigning SVT matches,
with the probability determined by the given function. For
each of the three functions considered, a set of 1000
simulated samples is generated and fit with the standard
PDF that assumes a flat SVT single-track efficiency for
jdoff
0 j < 1000 m. The mean lifetime residual from the
fits to these samples varies from 0:0060 to 0:010 ps,
depending on the values of p0 , p1 , and p2 used. To be
conservative, we assign a 0.010 ps systematic uncertainty
due to assuming that "s ðdoff
0 Þ is constant for tracks with
impact parameter less than 1000 m.
B. Single-track-finding efficiency dependence
on pT and 
The fit also neglects the dependence of "s on pT and 
for tracks that pass the trigger criteria, i.e., with pT >
2 GeV=c. Figure 11 shows "s ðpT Þ in data. The line through
the data represents a fit using a third-order polynomial. The
efficiency is obtained in a similar manner to Fig. 2, where
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the third track, in the subsample of candidates where the
other two tracks are sufficient to pass the trigger, is used to
determine the efficiency. The pT dependence is incorporated into the fast simulation by assigning SVT matches
based on the probability given by the polynomial function.
We determine a systematic uncertainty of 0.006 ps.
Similarly, we evaluate the effect of the dependence of the
SVT single-track-finding efficiency on the track’s pseudorapidity and obtain a systematic uncertainty of 0.001 ps.
Unlike the impact parameter, the track pT and  are not
directly related to the proper decay time. Therefore, the
dependence of "s on these track parameters is not a large
source of uncertainty.
C. Dependence on the impact-parameter
resolution shape
We assume that the impact-parameter resolution between
the offline and online algorithms remains constant as a
function of impact parameter. As discussed in Sec. VI C,
it has been shown that the technique of sliding the decay
vertex is insensitive to the actual shape of the resolution, as
long as the shape remains constant. In the data, we do,
however, see subtle differences at the level of a few microns
in the mean and width of the resolution as a function of
impact parameter (Fig. 3, Sec. V). To test this effect, we
incorporate such differences, as found in the data, into the
fast simulation. The bias observed due to this is 0.002 ps.
D. Dependence of background observables on mass
In the data, we observe a correlation between the measured ti and mi for background candidates in the upper
sideband, which is shown in the scatter and profile plot in
Fig. 12. We assume that this correlation is described well
by a linear relationship and determine that the mean reconstructed proper decay time of background varies by

(b)
1.45
1.4
Proper decay time [ps]

FIG. 11. SVT single-track-finding efficiency as a function of
track transverse momentum. The line is a third-order polynomial
fit to the data (points).
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FIG. 12. A scatter and a profile plot show the correlation
between the mass and proper decay time of candidates in the
upper sideband.

approximately 0.13 ps over a mass range of 0:27 GeV=c2 ,
which is the mass range used in the lifetime fit. The
derivation of the PDF assumes that the proper decay time
has no dependence on the measured mass of the background candidate. To test the effect of neglecting the
correlation between ti and mi in the PDF, we extrapolate
the same linear correlation for background candidates
underneath the peak as observed in the sideband. We
generate simulated data where background candidates are
rejected in such a way as to introduce a correlation between
the mass and proper decay time of the candidate, similar to
that observed in the data. We determine a systematic
uncertainty of 0.0083 ps using samples of fast-simulation
signal and background candidates. This is one of the leading sources of systematic uncertainty. It could be reduced
in future measurements by defining a proper-decay-time
parametrization for background that includes dependence
on the mass. One possible way to do this would be to
assume that P ½ti jT;Ei ðt;"s Þ;b;mi ¼ P ½tyi jT;Ei ðt;"s Þ;b ,
where tyi ¼ ti þ ðmi  m0 Þ, m0 is a central mass value,
and care is taken to ensure proper normalization.
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In the derivation of the PDF, we also assumed that there
was no relation between Ei ðt; "s Þ and mi for background
candidates. Candidates in the upper sideband are used to
calculate vb , which is necessary to determine the Fisher
discriminant. We assume that the calculated vb is representative of all background candidates. To test the sensitivity of the lifetime result to the particular background
sample, we repeat the lifetime fit to data but now use
candidates with reconstructed mass between 5:5 < MB <
5:7 GeV=c2 to calculate vb . There is no change in the fitted
lifetime for data, which demonstrates that there is no
significant relation between Ei ðt; "s Þ and mi for background candidates.
E. Background proper-decay-time parametrization
To test the reliability of the yðtÞ parametrization described in Sec. VII A, we seek an alternate parametrization
of the data. We use the sum of two exponentials convoluted
with the detector resolution. This parametrization of the
background is not used in the main fit, as the quality of fit to
the sideband data is poor. Nonetheless, we can generate
simulated data where the background proper decay times
are generated using the sum of two exponential functions
with mean lifetimes of 0.787 and 0.0282 ps in the ratio 1:7:3,
as found from a fit to the sideband. This results in a background proper-decay-length distribution that has similar
characteristics to the distribution observed in the upper
sideband. We fit these simulated data samples with the
standard PDF. The mean lifetime residual is 0.0027 ps,
and we take this as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty
due to the background proper-decay-time parametrization.
F. Silicon alignment
To determine the uncertainty due to a possible misalignment of the SVX-II detector, we consider radial shifts in
the silicon layers towards and away from the beam pipe of
50 m, as has been done in other lifetime measurements at
the CDF experiment; for example, Ref. [31]. The shifts in
the silicon layers change the measured hit positions of the
tracks. To first order, the mismeasurement in track impact
parameters are related to a 50 m shift in the silicon layers
by the relation ðd0 Þ ¼ 50  sinð Þ, where is the angle
between the track and the perpendicular to the silicon layer
in the transverse plane. We recalculate the measured impact parameters in the fast simulation containing the misalignment model. The proper decay time of the candidate is
recalculated using the shifted impact-parameter values.
Fitting 1000 samples generated in this way, we find a
systematic uncertainty in lifetime measurements due to
the silicon layer misalignment of 0.0013 ps.
G. Detector-resolution model
In the fit to data, we describe the detector time resolution
with a Gaussian of width 0.0087 ps. We estimate the

systematic uncertainty due to the chosen resolution model
by generating data sets with an alternative resolution function and fitting it using the standard PDF. The alternative
resolution function is described by a sum of three
Gaussians with widths of 0.0067, 0.0124, and 0.0249 ps
and relative fractions 1:0:92:0:04. This resolution function
derives from a study of prompt D mesons combined with
an extra track from the primary vertex. We test the effect of
this alternate resolution using the fast simulation. From the
1000 samples of fast-simulated data, we find that the mean
residual is 0.0010 ps and we take this as a systematic
uncertainty.
H. Signal composition
We also consider contamination of the signal peak by the
decay B ! D0 K . This decay can appear in the sample,
if the kaon track is reconstructed as a pion, and the resulting decay passes the selection criteria. Although this is the
decay of a charged B meson, the proper-decay-time distribution of this decay mode will be altered, as the mass has
been miscalculated. We use the fast simulation to estimate
the fraction of B ! D0 K candidates that pass the lower
mass cut. This information, in conjunction with the relative
branching fractions of the B ! D0  and B ! D0 K
decay modes [24], results in the estimate that 3% of the
candidates in the signal peak are actually misreconstructed
B ! D0 K decays. This fraction is introduced into the
fast simulation, and the effect on the best-fit lifetime is
negligible.
I. Summary
A list of systematic uncertainties is given in Table IV.
We combine the uncertainties in quadrature to find a total
systematic uncertainty of 0.015 ps, which is smaller than
the statistical uncertainty of 0.023 ps. The leading sources
of systematic uncertainty are related to the details of the
SVT single-track-finding efficiency and the correlation in
background between the reconstructed proper decay time
TABLE IV.

Summary of systematic uncertainties.

Source of systematic uncertainty

Uncertainty
(ps)

Track-finding efficiency dependence on doff
0.0103
0
0.0060
Track-finding efficiency dependence on pT
Variation in impact-parameter resolution
0.0020
Track-finding efficiency dependence on 
0.0010
Mass proper-decay-time correlation in background
0.0083
Background proper-decay-time parametrization
0.0027
Silicon alignment
0.0013
0.0013
Transformation of Ei ðtÞ to scalar variable
Detector-resolution model
0.0010
Signal composition
Negligible
Total systematic uncertainty
0.015
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and mass. Neither of these are irreducible, and, should the
systematic uncertainty become a limiting factor in future
measurements, it should be possible to improve them significantly. A more detailed description of the SVT trackfinding efficiency, which can be obtained from the data,
can be incorporated into the fit to reduce the leading
systematic error. Similarly, the correlation between the
mass and proper decay time in background candidates
can be incorporated into a future version of this technique
to reduce the second-largest contribution.
X. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
We introduce a simulation-independent method for
measuring lifetimes in event samples where the selection
criteria bias the proper-decay-time distribution. We apply it
to measure the B lifetime in data collected by the hadronic B trigger at CDF, which selects events with displaced
tracks and, thus, biases the measured proper-decay-time
distribution.
In previous analyses, the trigger bias has been corrected
for using an efficiency function obtained from Monte Carlo
simulation. This simulation dependence can be a significant source of systematic uncertainty. A recent example is
the measurement of the b lifetime in the hadronic decay
channel b ! c  at CDF, which found ðb Þ ¼
1:401  0:046 ðstatÞ  0:035 ðsystÞ ps [15]. The systematic
uncertainty in this measurement is almost entirely due to
the simulation dependence. While currently smaller than
the statistical uncertainty, the systematic uncertainty
could limit the precision in future, higher-statistics
measurements.
The method introduced here removes the simulation
dependence by replacing the global efficiency function
with candidate-by-candidate efficiency functions that can
be calculated analytically from the event data, without
recourse to simulation. We test the method extensively
with simulated data and finally apply it to measure the
lifetime of the B meson, ðB Þ, using 23 900  200
B ! D0  candidates, where D0 ! K  þ , collected
by CDF’s hadronic B trigger in 1 fb1 of data. We extract
ðB Þ from the data without input from simulation. We
measure ðB Þ ¼ 1:663  0:023 ðstatÞ  0:015 ðsystÞ ps.
This result is in good agreement with the world average
of 1:638  0:011 ps [24]. This technique generalizes easily
to other decay channels, as we have demonstrated in
Sec. VI A. It can be applied to any situation where the
trigger or other selection criteria bias the proper-decaytime distribution of the reconstructed data.
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APPENDIX A: FACTORIZING THE PDF
This appendix details the factorization of the PDF term
P ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT , which describes the probability that we observe an event with given values of ti , mi ,
Ei ðt; "s Þ, and Ci . Although there are a number of ways to
factorize the expression in Eq. (15), we aim to find a final
form that includes the factor P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s 
P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s . This term is given in Eq. (14) and
is well-understood. We make use of the following relation:
P ðA; BÞ ¼ P ðAÞP ðBjAÞ ¼ P ðBÞP ðAjBÞ:

We only explicitly write the dependence of the PDF on the
observables. Using Eq. (A1), P ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT
can be split into two factors:
P ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT
¼ P ½s; ti ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT  P ½mi ; Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s;  :
(A2)
The last factor, P ½mi ; Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s;  , is concerned
with the probability of observing a particular mass and
track configuration. This can be factorized further, again
using Eq. (A1):
P ½mi ;Ci jT;Ei ðt;"s Þ;ti ;s;
¼ P ½mi jT;Ei ðt;"s Þ;ti ;s;  P ½Ci jmi ;T;Ei ðt;"s Þ;ti ;s; :
(A3)
The measured mass is independent of the mean lifetime
and of the efficiency function, and we make the assumption
that it is independent of the measured proper decay time.
With these simplifications, we can say that
P ½mi jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s;  ¼ P ðmi jT; sÞ:
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(A4)

The track configuration is independent of the mean lifetime
and the mass, and, therefore, we can make the simplification P ½Ci jmi ; T; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s;  ¼ P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s .
Substituting this and Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) leads to
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P ½mi ; Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s; 
¼ P ðmi jT; sÞP ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s :

(A5)

The remaining factor in Eq. (A2) is factorized further using
Eq. (A1):
P ½s; ti ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT
¼ P ðti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s P ðs; Ei ðt; "s ÞjT : (A6)
The first factor on the right-hand side corresponds to the
first factor in Eq. (14). Applying Eq. (A1) one more time,
we find P ½s; Ei ðt; "s ÞjT ¼ P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT .
Therefore,

signal probability used here. This can be obtained by
replacing P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T with P ðsÞP ½Ei ðt; "s Þjs; T (and
equivalently for the background terms). P ðsÞ, often written
as fs , is the overall signal fraction, and P ðbÞ ¼ 1  P ðsÞ is
the background fraction. This PDF differs from the one we
use by an overall factor P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT , which does not
affect the maximum of the likelihood function. Our choice
of PDF is driven by the ease of parametrization of the
required function. It is easier to parametrize the smoothly
varying candidate-by-candidate signal probability (see
Fig. 9, P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T ), rather than parametrize the fine
structure observed in the Fisher scalar distribution (see
Fig. 10, P ½Ei ðt; "s Þjs; T ).

P ½s; ti ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jTÞ ¼ P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s
APPENDIX B: CHARACTERIZING THE
EFFICIENCY FUNCTION BY A VECTOR OF
VARIABLES

 P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T :
(A7)
Substitution of Eqs. (A7) and (A5) into Eq. (A2) leads to
P ½s; ti ; mi ; Ci ; Ei ðt; "s Þ; jT
¼ P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; s
 P ½Ci jT; Ei ðt; "s Þ; ti ; s P ½Ei ðt; "s ÞjT
 P ðmi jT; sÞP ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T ;

(A8)

which is the same as the expression given in Eq. (16) in
Sec. VII.
There are other ways to factorize the PDF. One of
particular interest is a parametrization that depends on
the overall signal fraction rather than the event-by-event
Ei ðt;"s Þ ¼

X
ki ¼ all intervals in event i

In order to parametrize the term P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ; T , which
arises in the PDF in Eq. (16), we have chosen to use Fisher
discriminant analysis to characterize each Ei ðt; "s Þ by a
scalar variable xi (as described in Sec. VII C 2). To use the
Fisher discriminant method, we need to construct a vector
vi whose components describe the efficiency function
Ei ðt; "s Þ. How this vector is obtained is described here.
The vector vi contains a series of variables:
v1 ; v2 . . . ; vn . Each variable should describe a property
of the efficiency function in a way that allows comparison
of one candidate’s efficiency function with that of another.
In Sec. V B, we showed that the efficiency function can be
written as

½ðt  tminki Þ  ðt  tmaxki Þ Hki ð"s Þ;(B1)

where Hð"s Þ is either "2s , 2"2s  "3s , or 3"2s  2"3s , depending on whether there were one, two, or three track pairs that
could have passed the trigger.
From inspection of Eq. (B1), a single efficiency function
can be uniquely defined by a series of variables that are
tminki , tmaxki , and the value of Hk ð"s Þ. However, this is not a
useful description for comparing one efficiency function to
the next, because the number of intervals—and, hence, the
number of variables required to describe the efficiency
function—varies from one candidate to the next.
For all candidates, the efficiency function is defined for
proper decay times in the range 0–10 ps. Another way to
construct v i would be to bin the efficiency into n equal
bins of time and take the mean value of Hk ð"s Þ in each bin
as the elements v1 ; v2 . . . ; vn . In this way, the value of any
particular element of v i for one candidate can be compared
to the same element of v i for another candidate. This
method is also problematic, as the "s is a floating parameter, and the Fisher discriminant (and, hence, the observable

xi ) cannot be recalculated at each iteration of the likelihood
minimization.
We take an approach that allows construction of vi so
that its elements can be compared across candidates without requiring knowledge of the value of "s . The efficiency
function can be rewritten in the form
Ei ðt; "s Þ ¼ Aa  "2s þ Ab  ð2"2s  "3s Þ þ Ac  ð3"2s  2"3s Þ;
(B2)
where
Aa ¼

X

½ðt  tminj Þ  ðt  tmaxj Þ ;

j¼ all intervals with Hð"s Þ¼"2s

(B3)
and corresponding terms for Ab and Ac . The value of the
function A at any time is either 0 or 1. Writing the
efficiency function this way splits it into three sections,
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dependent on the value of Hð"s Þ. Comparing Aa from one
candidate to the next allows comparison of the efficiency
function, arising from the parts where there was only one
track pair available to pass the trigger. To construct vi , we
bin each of the A functions into 20 bins as a function of
proper decay time. The values of v1 . . . v20 are the values of
Aa in each bin. Nominally, the value in any given bin is
either 0 or 1; however, where the efficiency turns on or off
within the bin, an intermediate value is taken to represent
the mean efficiency in that bin. Similarly, the values of
v21 . . . v40 are the values of Ab in each bin, and v41 . . . v60
are the values of Ac . By splitting the efficiency function
into three parts, dependent on the form of Hk ð"s Þ, we have
found a vectorial representation of the efficiency function
that is independent of the absolute value of "s and that
allows comparison of Ei ðt; "s Þ between different candidates. We now have a prescription for converting Ei ðt; "s Þ
into vi for each candidate. The mean v for background
events, vb , can be found from averaging the vi for candidates with 5:37 GeV=c2 > mB , i.e.,
v

b

P
mB>5:37 GeV=c2 vi
:
¼ P
mB>5:37 GeV=c2 1

APPENDIX C: A SIMPLER PDF
A lot of the complexity of the method presented here
results directly or indirectly from the tight upper impactparameter cut applied by the two-track trigger. In situations
where this upper impact-parameter cut is significantly
looser, or ideally where no such cut is applied at all, one
would not only benefit from a higher statistical precision
for each candidate [25], but would also be able to employ a
significantly simpler version of the method, as outlined
below. In this simpler version,
(i) the dependence on "s can be removed, and,
(ii) under many circumstances, there is no need to use
the Fisher discriminant.
While we did not choose this approach for reasons specific
to the CDF II Detector trigger (as discussed below), it is
summarized here for the benefit of potential users of this
method at other experiments.

(B4)

To determine vs , we first determine vr , which is the
average of the vi for events that have mass in the range
5:25 < mB < 5:32 GeV=c2 . As this region contains both
signal and background events, vs can be determined from
vr by subtracting the appropriate fraction of vb . This
fraction is determined from a fit to the mass distribution.
Having determined vb and vs , the direction w and,

P ½ti ; jT; Ei ðtÞ; s ¼ P

therefore, xi can be determined using Fisher discriminant
analysis [30].

1. Removing the dependence on "s
As described in Sec. V B 2, if the track-finding efficiency
is decay-time–independent, one can base a fit on the PDF,
given that a certain track combination has been reconstructed and seen by the trigger. Given that a certain track
combination has been found, the trigger efficiency at a
certain decay time is either 1 (passes cuts) or 0 (fails),
independent of "s . With this, the signal PDF given in
Eq. (12) reduces to

1 ½ðti Þ= þð1=2Þ½ð
e

2 Þ=ð2 Þ
t

½ðtÞ= þð1=2Þ½ð
ki ¼ all intervals in event i ½e

This approach, which is independent of "s , is valid whenever the track-finding efficiency is independent of the
decay time for all tracks in the candidate. Despite the
drop of the SVT track-finding efficiency beyond
jdoff
0 j > 1 mm, this approach could, in principle, be used
in the data analyzed in this paper, if we applied a fiducial
cut of jdoff
0 j < 1 mm (where the SVT efficiency is effectively constant) to all tracks in the decay (this cut would, of
course, need to be reflected in the efficiency-function
calculation). This is a significantly harsher requirement
than that of the trigger, which requires only two out of
three tracks to have 0:12 < jdL2
0 j < 1 mm, allowing one of
the tracks to have jdL2
0 j > 1 mm. We studied this option
and found that the loss in statistical precision due to the
additional cut is too large, mainly because of the effects
discussed in Ref. [25]. This simpler approach would,

Fð tit  t Þ

2 Þ=ð2 Þ
t
F tt 

t



þF



t
t

t¼tmax ki
t¼tmin ki

:

(C1)

however, be suitable in a situation where the track-finding
efficiency is constant over a larger range than for the SVT.
2. Removing the need for a Fisher discriminant
If the dependence on "s has been removed as described
above, and, in addition, there is no variable upper properdecay-time cut (no upper impact-parameter cut), the
candidate-by-candidate Ei ðtÞ is fully determined by one
single parameter, the decay time tmin where the acceptance
‘‘turns on,’’ i.e., above which the decay is accepted.
Remembering that the motivation for introducing the
Fisher discriminant was to translate the efficiency function
into a single number, this would clearly be unnecessary, as
Ei ðtÞ is already fully described by a single number, tmin .
The factor P ½sjEi ðt; "s Þ can then be replaced by P ðsjtmin Þ,
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with P ½bjEi ðt; "s Þ ¼ P ðbjtmin Þ ¼ 1  P ðsjtmin Þ. There is
now no need for the Fisher scalar variable, although the
PDF term still requires a description of the signal fraction
as a function of tmin .

to satisfy tmin  t , all the ‘‘F-terms’’ in Eq. (C1) are 1,
and the equation reduces to
1
P ðtÞ ¼ eðttmin Þ= ;


3. Even simpler: Redefining t ¼ 0
Finally, in the case where there is no upper lifetime cut
(i.e., tmax ¼ 1), and the lower lifetime cut is hard enough

which is equivalent to an event-by-event redefinition of
t ¼ 0, as used by the DELPHI Collaboration in Ref. [26].

APPENDIX D: FULL FIT RESULTS
TABLE V. Summary of best-fit mass parameters and uncertainties.
Parameter
m1 [GeV=c2 ]
m2 [GeV=c2 ]
2
1 [GeV=c ]
2
2 [GeV=c ]
f1
fs
[ðGeV=c2 Þ1 ]

Best fit

Uncertainty
0:0004
0:0025
0:0033
0:0010
0:13
0:0050
0:0035

5.2762
5.2711
0.0247
0.0138
0.481
0.741
0:1658

TABLE VI. Summary of best-fit efficiency parameters and uncertainties. The three periods
correspond to the changes in the SVT described in Sec. III C.
Efficiency parameter

Best fit

Uncertainty

Signal Period 1
Signal Period 2
Signal Period 3
Background Period 1
Background Period 2
Background Period 3

0.488
0.656
0.725
0.496
0.502
0.560

0:033
0:009
0:006
0:064
0:019
0:017

TABLE VII. Summary of best-fit background proper-decay-time parameters and uncertainties.
The ct value represents the points where the background proper-decay-time distribution is
sampled as defined by tj in Eq. (18).
Background parameter
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9
a10

(C2)

ctj (m)

Best fit

Uncertainty

0
146.9
322.6
532.7
783.9
1084.3
1443.5
1873.1
2386.7
3000

10.80
7.08
4.79
2.73
1.29
1.28
1:19
1:93
2:73
7:16

0:39
0:06
0:04
0:04
0:07
0:10
0:19
0:29
0:47
2:87
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TABLE VIII. Summary of best-fit signal fraction and uncertainties, as a function of the Fisher
scalar. The values of the Fisher scalar give the midpoint of each bin used by the Lagrange
interpolating polynomial function as described in Sec. VII C 5.
Fisher
parameter
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13

Fisher
scalar, x

Best-fit
signal fraction

Uncertainty

8:35
7:05
6:19
5:32
4:45
3:59
2:73
1:86
1:00
0:13
0.73
1.60
2.89

0.139
0.273
0.333
0.379
0.535
0.657
0.768
0.825
0.860
0.907
0.937
0.941
1.00

0:072
0:071
0:030
0:014
0:011
0:008
0:006
0:005
0:007
0:007
0:011
0:034
0:045

The full fit results are presented in this appendix. Table V gives the summary of the best-fit mass parameters and their
uncertainties. The parameters that describe the efficiency, background decay time, and signal fraction as a function of the
Fisher scalar are determined simultaneously with the signal lifetime. The efficiency values are given in Table VI. A
summary of the best-fit background proper-decay-time parameters is given in Table VII, and Table VIII gives a summary of
the fitted signal fraction as a function of the Fisher scalar.
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